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I.INTRODUCTION 

The densest water forming in the North Pacific region originates in the northwestern 

shelf of the Sea of Okhotsk (SO). This water is called the Dense Shelf Water (DS＂ワ，
produced when cold and salty brine is rejected as sea ice forms (Shcherbina et al., 2004). 

DSW can be heaved up to about 27.0σ0, so that it is heavy enough to be ventilated below the 

pycnocline as it flows out 企omthe shelf. Then, DSW is transported along the Sakhalin 

coast through the intermediate layer of a depth of about 200m to 400m. When it reaches 

straits along the Kuril Islands in the southern SO, it experiences strong tidal mixing, forming 

a low potential volticity (PV) water, and is exported out further to the Pacific Ocean; it finally 

becomes a source of the North Pacific Intermediate Water (Yasuda, 1997). 

The ventilation of DSW, the intermediate circulation, and the tidal mixing along the 

Kuril Islands are also likely to compose a meridional overturning circulation in SO. 

Recently, Nakamura et al. (2006) focused on effects of the tidal mixing on the SO overturning 

circulation. In a series of numerical experiments they found that high salinity water 

entrained企omthe intermediate layer to the surface layer by the tidal mixing is essential to 

close the overturning circulation. That is, the entrained saline water is advected northward 

by the surface circulation in SO and pre-conditions the wintertime DSW formation over the 

northern shelf. Con仕arily,DSW would not be produced if the tidal mixing were absent so 

that no saline water were entrained in the surface layer. 

DSW carries vast materials entraining bottom sediments on the shelf including iron 

(Nakatsuka et al., 2002; Nakatsuka et al., 2004). Therefore, it is important to simulate DSW 

and its variability in order to elucidate the ‘intermediate layer iron hypothesis' how iron 

concentration in the surface layer of the western North Pacific Ocean and SO is determined 

and how it impacts on bio-productivity. Although the effects of the tidal mixing along the 

Kuril Islands have been understood well, it is not yet clear how various other effects, such as 

wind, ice formation and fresh water flux interplay and impact on the generation and 

variability of the overturning circulation. In this report, we will describe numerical 

simulation of the overturning circulation and its sensitivity by varying these effects. 

2. MODEL 

We used an ice-ocean coupled model based on an OGCM developed at the Center for Climate 

System Research (Hasumi, 2000). This is a z-coordinate, primitive-equation OGCM 
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